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A b s t r a c t. Samples from clay veins found in various Norwegian mines, tun
nels, etc. have been investigated, mainly by X-ray diffraction techniques.
The clays investigated are of varying mineral composition. Montmorillonite is
the commonest elay mineral; less common are illite, vermiculite and dickite.
Chlorite occurs in most of the veins ..More occasionally calcite, apophyllite,
pyrite, and oxides and hydroxides of Fe and Mn occur. The elay veins have been
formed by low-temperature hydrothermal solutions which have mostly followed
minor faults.
P r e f a c e. This investigation was commenced in 1950 when I was lecturer at
the Technical University of Korway in Trondheim. Some of the material studied
was collected on excursions and during the course of consulting work, but most
was obtained from mining companies, contractors of hydro-electric power plants,
the Geological Survey of Norway and the State Railways. Material has also
been kindly put at my disposal by Professor IvAN RosENQVIST, Professor EILIF
DAHL, Mr. J. A. DoNs (curator at the Geological Museum of the University of
Oslo) and Cand. real J oHAN MouM. Laboratory work, including X-ray diffrac
tion and partial chemical analysis, has been carried out at the Technical
University and the Geological Museum of the University of Oslo (through the
kindness of Mr. J. A. DoNs ) . About 40 X-ray diffraction diagram have been
prepared by Cand. real. SvEINUNG BERGSTØL. Finally I will express my thanks
to dr. FRANK BROADHURST, who has corrected the language of the present
paper. Since 1953 illness has prevented me from doing further field and labora
tory work. The present work is not exhaustive, and clay veins should be further
investigated.
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Introduction. Veins in general.

Rock fissures may be divided into several groups, each distin
guished by the nature of the substance which fills them. The main
groups are:
l. I g n e o u s d y k e s. These are fissures which were filled with
magma, now consolidated to form a dyke.
2. P n e u m a t o l y t i c a n d h y d r o t h e r m a l o r e v e i n s
These
are filled with minerals deposited by gases or solutions which have
circulated along the fissures. They contain a gangue which is mostly
quartz or calcite, and a great variety of rarer minerals, among them
many important ores.
3. F a u l t p l a n e s c e m e n t e d b y a s o l i d s u b s t a n c e. Faults
of great magnitude are usually accompanied by zones of mylonite
or fault breccia, formed from crushed and cemented wall rock. Such
breccia zones occasionally contain many hydrothermal minerals,
among them ores. Fault planes resulting from small dislocations may
exhibit slickensides, or may have a thin, smooth coating of mica or
chlorite.
4. Fi s s u r e s f i l l e d w i t h r o c k - f o r m i n g m i n e r a l s,
such as
quartz, albite, amphibole, epidote, chlorite, muscovite, calcite. Such
fissures are common in various kinds of rocks. A particular subgroup
is formed by the alpine veins, which occur in epi-zonal metamorphic
rocks, and which contain the above-mentioned minerals in big and
well-developed crystals. The substance of the minerals is generally
assumed to be derived from leaching of the surrounding rock.
5. Ze o l i t e v e i n s. Mineral veins which contain zeolites as their
main or only constituent, form transitions between the veins of the
above-mentioned group 4 and the clay veins. In Norway such zeolite
veins have been described from the Møre area. In a note (1949) I
described laumontite-filled fissures, 2 - 3 mm broad, in plagioclase
rich gneiss at Tingvoll (62°55' N 8°10' E). STRAND (1932) has described
other occurrences of zeolite-filled rock fissures in the same district
(62-63° N 8 - 9° E) . He distinguished between 2 zeolites, one of
them being laumontite or scolezite, the other ptilolite or epidesminc
(stellcrite). One of the described zeolite veins had a thickness of about
10 cm. Shortly afterwards I found 2 other occurrences of zeolite veins
in rock samples, but was unable to investigate the localitites. One
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of the samples was a vein in granitic gneiss at Foldereid (64°45' N
12°25' E ) , about l cm thick, consisting of an aggregate of a light red
dish mineral, which turned out to be laumontite. The other sample,
which was from Stranda (62°20' N 6°55' E) , consisted of amphibolite
with a thin coating of stellerite. Still another occurrence of zeolites
has been found by EILIF DAHL in the river bed below the farm Jenstad
in Sunndalen (62°30' N 9°4' E ) . Here gneiss fragments and quartz
crystals occur in a fine-grained, reddish-coloured matrix of a zeolite
which has not been further determined. It seems to represent a fault
breccia.
All the mcntioned zeolite veins occur in gneissic rock in the N\V
ern part of the Caledonian orogenic belt of Norway. A systematic
investigation into the extent and composition of the zeolite formations
is desirable.
6. R o c k l e a t h e r v e i n s. These veins, like the above-mentioned
zeolite veins, are transitional between the mineral veins of group 4
and the clay veins. Rock leather or palygorskite is a hydrous silicate
of Al and Mg. Thin veins of this mineral were described from the an
orthosite massif round Åna Sira (58°20' N 6°30' E ) by P. ANTUN
(1957) . In an addendum to ANTUN's article, BARTH describes 2 other
occurrences of rock leather veins in the gneiss area immediately W of
Kristiansand (ca. 58°10' N 7°50' E ) . The rock leather in the latter
occurrences is associated with calcite; hematite and polianite (crystal
line Mn02) occur in other fissures belonging to the same joint system.
Together with samples from clay veins I have received a sample
of rock leather from Kjorholt limestone quarry between Porsgrunn and
Brevik in the uppermost Middle Ordovician encrinite limestone; the
beds are dipping gently eastwards. The rock leather forms white, felty
plates, 1-2 cm thick, which can be easily cut by a knife.
The X-ray powder pattern agrees largely, but not completely with
the X-ray data of rock leather described by ANTUN and BARTH.
The rock leather plates in the Kjørholt quarry are reported to lie
parallel with the limestone beds. The occurrence deserves a thorough
field and laboratory investigation. Possibly the plates are bentonite
layers which have been contact-metamorphosed in the outer contact
aureole of the neighbouring plutons of the Oslo region.
7. Ve i n s o f c a r b o n a c e o u s s u b s t a n c e. Graphite and solid
hydrocarbons (coal blend) occur at many places as joint fillings and
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as constituents of various hydrothermal mineral occurrences. Several
such occurrences of coal blend in Norway have been described by
DoNs (1956), one of them also by HJELLE and BRYN (1961).
The origin of the carbon is not known.
8. Cl a y v e i n s. These veins, which are the subject of the present
paper, are rock fissures which are filled with a clayey or earthy sub
stance. They are often called "rotten veins" and occur in all kinds of
rock. They have often caused difficulties and accidents during the
course of engineering work.
A summary of the work done on these clay veins prior to 1953 has
been given by HOLTEDAHL (1953, p. 604 - 606).
One of these previously described clay veins is the kaolinite depo
sit of Dydland E of Jøssingfjorden (58°17' N 6°20' E) ( REUSCH 1901
and 1903). The deposit occupies a NW-striking, 10--20 m wide cleft
in anorthosite; it can be followed for a distance of about l km. It has
been assumed to be of hydrothermal origin. X-ray work I have done
shows the white, semisolid clay substance, to be pure kaolinite.
Two other clay veins were found by REUSCH in the mountain
districts NE and W of Seljord (59°30' N 8°47' and 59°30' N 8°25' E
respectively). The former locality is probably the source of vein nr.
49 of the present paper. The sample was found in the collections of

the Geological Museum. No information on the field relations were
given. The second locality, which has been re-surveyed by HoLTE
DAHL (1953, p. 604), is a NW-trending steep fault in quartzite; the
fault fissure is filled with quartzite fragments and white clay. No
mineral determination of the clay has been published.
Several important clay veins which occur in steep fissures in
Permian igneous rocks have been described from Hurdal (60°30' N
11 o E) ( Hm1AN 1891). The occurrence was re-surveyed by TRYGVE
STRAND (1950) together with another similar occurrence in the same
district, viz. near Damtjern (60°26' N 11°5' E). Strand's material has
been investigated by RosENQ VIST (1951).
HoMAN stated that the elay at the Nordlien locality occurred in
2 NNW-trending, l m thick dykes, but STRA�D considers the locality
too heavily covered by soil and vegetation to permit determination
of the nature of the occurrence. His samples show syenite in several
stages of alteration to white clay. The Damtjern occurrence in horn
feis is likewise heavily covered. RosENQVIST concluded on the basis
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of chemical analyses and DTA diagrams, that the clay mineral of both
occurrences was kaolinite. :\iy own X-ray data indicate that the clay
mineral is dickite, which has the same chemical composition as kaoli
nite. Thesc data agree completely with those given by BROWN (l 961)
for dickite, but differ markedly from X-ray data on kaolinite e. g.
from ] øssingfjorden.
X-ray data on samples from 2 other localities in the same district,
viz. from the river bed of Gjødingelva (about 60°25' :::\ 11 o E) and from
Skomakerbakken at the SW shore of the lake Mjøsa (60°35' N 11 °8'
E), indicate dickite. Both these samples are from the collec.;tions in
the Geological Museum.
Clay veins in the Kongsberg silver mines (59°35-40' N 9°35-40' E)
have been described by CARL BuGGE (1917). These veins are discussed
below.
Irregular veins of montmorillonite clay have been found by
BARTII (1940) in Precambrian gneiss and quartz monzonite near the
southernmost point of Norway (58"0-10' N 6°40' - 7°40' E). The
veins occur in highly weathered rock closely beneath Quaternary
morame cover.
A steep fissure in gneiss on Blomøy NW of Bergen (60°35' N
4°55' E), 30-35 cm wide and filled with white clay, has been de
scribed by UNDÅs (1945, p. 442). The clay was found to consist of
quartz, feldspar, mica (or hydrous mica), and thomsonite.
Rock fissures filled with montmorillonite clay at Vigsnes (59°20' N
5°15' E), Fortun (61°31' N 7o47' E), and Hemsedal (60°50' N 8°35'
E) have been investigated in detail by RosENQ VIST (1949, 1957 and
1959). These occurrences are referred to below.
Recently several investigators have begun to study clay veins
from a practical viewpoint, due to the trouble which such veins may
cause in engineering works. One such study has been published by
MouM (1963). He has kindly put this material at my disposal, and I
have made some additional observations on it.
Clay veins. Methods of investigation.

Among the 61 clay veins which are Ested in tab. l, I have only
seen nr. l, 4, 9, 21, 25, and 27 in the field. Information regarding nr.
12, 22 and 23 is taken from RosENQ VIST's papers. Sources of material
from other veins are:

Tableø

l
l

l

l

l

Lo cality

La titude
N

l
l

Longitude

Bedrock

E
10a30'

Rhomb porphyry

59a45'

10a15'

Drammen granite

3 1Kjørholt limestone quarry, Brevik. 59a 4 '
Several similar parallel veins in the

9a40'

l steinskogen, 12 km WNW of Oslo. 59a56'

Depth
m

l

ca.

Strike

-

Road cut.

2 Drammen (exact locality not

-

-

ca. 100

N

known).

I

same quarry.
59a19'

4 Fen iron mines, Ulefoss.
5

Hornfels

9alg'

o

ca. NW

ca. 100

ca. NW

ca. 100

N

ca. 100

E

Carbonate-hematite
rock.

->)-

))

5ga25'

6 Storgangen titanium mine, E of

))

6 a20'

Anorthosite and
ilmenite ore

Egersund.
7

->)-

))

-))-

>)

Ilmenite ore, near
footwall

g Kvineshei railway tunnel.

5ga20'

7a10'

Granite

ca. 200

9 Ljosland, Skjerka power station.

5ga45'

7 "20'

Granite

lO

E

l 59a25'

7a15'

Granite

50

-

59a55 '

ga3 5'

Fine-grained gneiss.

12 Skyrvedalen. Hemsil power station 6 oa50'

ga35 '

Gneiss

ca.

7a56'

Fine-grained gneiss

ca. 100

N 20aw
N 20aw

10 Urarvatnet, Setersdal.
l
11 Mår power station, engine hall.

13

1

1l

near Strandevatn.

60a41'

120
50

ca. E

E
ESE

(Dagali gneiss)

14

Hol power

7 m E of 13.

>)

))

->)-

ca. 100

1050m W of Kasle-

))

ga

-))-

ca. 100

>)

7 a5g'

->)-

ca. 100

))

ga 5'

Chlorite schist

60a55'

9a20'

Fine-grained gneiss

station
15

Strandevatn tunnel

16
17

2900 m

j

l

lg
19
20
l

l

I

grasmyr.
->)-

E of Urunda.

Åbjøra

Engine hall.

power

Entrance tunnel, 300 m

station

NE of 1g.
Headwater tunnel,
1450 m W of the top of
the pressure shaft.

l

l

ca.

50

120

N
N 2oaw
-

E

))

>)

->)-

60

N 20aw

))

))

Sparagmite

90

N 20°W

�I.
FaulDip

Width

ting

m

m

-

0.02

-

l
l

Appearance

Non-clay constituents

Clay minerals

1l

-

ElO

Steep

Ill. Chl.

+

-

Light green clay

Qz. Fei. (turbid) Chl.

Ill.

+

-

Grave! with grey

Hornfels fragments. Cc.

Mml.

+

Greenish, earthy

Chl.

Chl.

Gray with white

Mt. Cc. Chl.

Chl. Mml. Ill.

Steep

-

0.3

Steep

-

ca. l

spots, semi-solid

-

45° N

-

Steep

-

4 5° N

l

l2°S

Fei. (turbid)

Mm!.

-

Green, earthy

Illmenite

Mml.

+

Yellowish gray,

Qz. Fei. (turbid) Muse.

Mml.

earthy

Cc.

+

White clay with

Qz. Fei. (turbid) Bi.

Mml.

++

Blackish, gray,

Fragments of ultra-ba-

Mml. Chl.

earthy

sic rock. Qz. Chl. Carb.

++

Grave! with

Gneiss fragments. Qz.

Muse. Ili.

o

white clay

K-fel. Hbl. Muse.

White clay

None

Mml.

Steep
80° W

Muse. Ili.

80° w
Flat E

3-5
0.015

-

8

-

l

-

-

-

l

-

Brownish black,

Gneiss fragments.

-

earthy

Mica. Cc. Mn02

-

Greenish gray,

Gneiss fragm. Muse. Cc.

-

-

-

-

o

Chl. Muse. Ili.

earthy
-

Gneiss fragm. Qz. Muse. Muse. Ili.

+

Dark gray,

Gneiss fragm. Qz.

earthy

Muse. Carbon

+

Nodules of gray
elay

80° w

l

White, earthy

0.3

-

+

l

grave!
-

-

-

25

-

ne

None

elay

Steep

zidi-

.

Greenish white,
semi-solid

-

Ben-

16
-

Green, earthy

Muse. Ili. Chl.
Ill. Chl.

Chlorite schist fragments

•

70° s

-

-

Gray, sandy clay

Qz. K-fel. Muse. Chl.

Ill. Chl.

o

60° E

-

-

Dark gray,

Black schist fragm.

Chl.

o

40° W

-

-

earthy

Carbon

Grave! with gray

Sparagmite fragm. Qz.

elay

Mml.

l
l

+

Table 1.'

Locality

Lati-

Longi-

tude

tude

N

E

Bedrock

Depth
m

Strike

9°50 '

Phy!lite

ca. 100

N

6 1°31'

7°47'

Valdres sparagmite

ca. 200

N

23 Rødklev copper mine, Vigsnes.

5 9°20'

5°15'

Saussurite gabbro

200-350

24 Litlabø pyrite mine, Stord

5 9°50'

5°30'

Greenstone

160

25 Olavsgruva copper mine, E of

62°35'

1P30'

Mica schist and pyrr-

100

21 Vinstra power station, headwater 61°35'
tunnel. Several smaller, similar, paralle! fissures in the same tunnel.
22 Fortun power station, headwater

•

tunnel.
N

5°W

ENE
NNE

hotite-chalcopyrite

Røros.

ore.
26 Kuråsfossen power station, N of

62°40'

11°25'

Mica schist

30

-

2 7 Fagervika, Trondheim.

63°25'

10°20'

Trondheimite

20

NW

28 Løkken pyrite and copper mine,

63° 7'

9°40'

Greenstone

200-450

N

2 9 Fosdalen iron mine, Malm

64° 8'

11°15'

Greenstone

ca. 600

-

30 Skorovas pyrite mine, Grong.

64°35'

13°10 '

Greenstone

25

6 7° 10'

16°

Mica schist

120

Røros.

Meldal.

31

l,

fNordsynken, Giken

N

ca. N

5-15'
32

Sulitjelma

33

pyrite and

- >)-

))-

mines

35

36

ræ

power

37

station

ca. E

))

-

))

))

-))-

3 70

ca. N

Hankabakken

>)

>)

-

>)-

3 12

-

Bursi

))

))

-))-

copper
34

-

))

Ny-Sulitjelma

Mdwate< tonn'l, 2 km 62°35'

r

8°30'

-

-

Amphibolite

ca. 300

N

Gneiss

ca. 300

NW

1-2

-

S of Hårstad.
Headwater tunnel, l km
S of Hårstad.

>)

))

38 Rørvik. Trench for water pipe line

64°50'

1 1° 15'

Granite

39 Smalfjord, Tana.

70°25'

280 5'

Sandstone

-

----

40 Tunnsjødalen power station. Head- 64°42'
water tunnel and outflow tunnel.

12°

Mica schist and

45-50'

trondheimite

50-200

Many

Continued.
Fault

g

!

Dip

1
l

Width
m

w 100 100

60° W

Steep

-

5

60° E

+

10

+

0 0. 15

N

l

Appearanee

Clay minerals

Non-elay eonstituents

-

-

30° sw

-

l7° W
Steep
Steep

Steep

-

Steep

70° E

0.3

0.2-0.3

+

-

+

0. 1-0.3

-l - - - -

45° sw

direetions

-

zidine

Py.

Mm!.

-

Gabbro fragm. Py.

MmL Al(OH)3

+

Chl. Ce.

Chl. Ill.

Sehist fragments. Muse.

Mm!. Chl.

+

Gray clay

Qz.

Ill. Chl.

-

Grayish white

Trondheimite fragm.

Mm!. Chl.

clay with some

Qz. Fei. (turbid). Muse.

+

grave!

Chl.

Greenish elay

Greenstone fragments

Chl. Mm!.

+

Qz. Ab. Ep. Chl. Muse.

Ill. Chl.

+

Greensehist fragments

Chl. Mml.

+

Mm!. Chl.

+
+

Fei. Muse. Chl.

White, semi-solid
Grave! with
Grave! with gray
elay

+

'

Ben-

+

Phyllite fragments. Qz.

with gray clay

Grave! with
gray clay

-

l1

Ill. Chl.

Crushed phyllite

white clay

w 100 <0. 1

45° W

l

0. 04
3---4
<0.1

0. 1- 0.5

with grave!
Grayish white
and green, earthy
Gray, foliated
elay
Gray clay

Miea sehist fragm. Qz.

l

Ab. Bi. Muse. Chl. Ce.
Gray, earthy

Dark miea sehist fragm.

Mm!. Chl.

Yellowish white,

Light sehist fragm.

Mm!. Chl. Muse.

earthy

Muse. Ce.

Yellowish gray,

Ce. Qz. Py. Chl.

earthy

Apophyllite.

Light green,

Greensehist fragm.

foliated clay

Muse. Chl.

Greenish brown,

Amphibolite fragm.

sandy clay

Plag. Hb!. Bi. Qz.

Grave! with gray

Gneiss fragm. Fei. Qz.

elay

Chl.

White, sandy clay Qz. Turbid K-fel. Bi.

+

Mm!.

+

Mm!. Chl.

+

Bi.
Chl.
Mm!.

o

Muse. Chl.

o

Chl.
Light red clay

Turbid fei. Muse. Hb!.
Qz. Fez03

Grave! and white

Sehist and trondheimite

elay

fragm. Ce. Py.

Mm!.

41

Locality

l r
lr l

l
l

Latitude
N

torevatn. Dam site.
61 °35'
Fortun
42 . ower Tunnel between Medals- 61°40'
station vatn and Storevatn.
43
Gravdal. Water tunnel. 61°39'
l

44 :Rjukan IV power station. Headwater tunnel.
45 Rjukan IV power station. Head!
,water tunnel, E of 44
46 Hjartdøla power station, headwater tunnel near Mydøla.

,

1
59°53'

Longi-1
t e
�

1

7°55'

8°40'

Fine-grained gneiss
(Tuddal formation)

100

7°43'

8°35'

47
))))
48 Summit of Gausta. Transp. tunnel. 59°51'
49 Holmetjern, Lifjell.
59°30'

8°40'
8°47'

--

52
))
53 Vråliosen power station. Water
tunnel.
.'i-1 .f'jærekilen. Water tunnel.

5:J Ulefoss. Water tunnel.

r

Road cut.

--

ca. 100

Granite
Gneiss

ca. 100
ca. 50

59°20'

59°11'

59°17'

59°59'

8°10'

9°30'

9°36'
))

9°49'
9°33'

10°50'

10°40'

ca. 50

Dioritic gneiss

l

-))

l

300

Syenite

Many di-

----

Many diE

l

Impreg-

E

- --

Gneiss
o
Syenite and hornfels ca. 50
Nordmarkite

E

Many di-

ca. 50

Gneissose granite

N

-----

o

Granite

9°15'

l

o

Gneissose granite

))

Impreg-

ca. 50
ca. 50

))

Quartzite
Quartzite

so

))

---

ca. 50

59°25'

l

l
l

Quartzite

))

NE

100

))

Fine-grained gneiss

l

l:Voksenkollen.

--

9°20'

6') Høldippeldalen, Nittedal. Dam site. 60° 4'
I a. Central zone.
lb. Marginal zones.
Cl

130

59°35'

561 ong•b"g!Gott� HUlfo mino.
59°38'
, siiver
57
mines.
Charlotte Louise mine
))
58 Ramfoss, Snarum. Dam site.
60° 5'
59 1Flittig, Gjerpen. Water tunnel.
59°19'

J.

Gneiss

Strike

o

140

59°40'

51 Skafså Il power station. Water
tunnel.

Depth
m

Mica schist

))

50 IRoad Kongsberg-Notodden, ca.
17 km NE of Notodden.

Phyllite

l
l

7°53'

))

-

Bedrock

Table l.

o

N

o

-

'

�ontinued.
'

Dip

Faulting

11111ation

-

Appearanee

m

m
30-40°SE

Ben-

Width

ne
Dark gray elay

O.l

-

-

Steep

-

-

-

Phyllite fragm. Qz.

Chl. Ill. Mm!.

O.l
<l

Altered sehist

Qz. K-fel. Muse. Bi. Ep.

Mm!.

White elay

Qz.

Die. Mm!.

Light gray clay

Gneiss fragm. Qz. K-fel.

Ill. Chl.

Muse. Chl. Ep.

----

-

-

zidi-

Clay minerals

Miea. Chl.

Steep

reetions

Non-elay eonstituents

-

>lO

Brownish elay

Qz. K-fel. Muse. Ep.

Muse. Fe(OH)3

Light grayish

Qz. Muse.
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Nr. 40 presented by 1\.osENQVIST, Nrs. 31-43 and 58-60 from
:\fomr's material, Nrs. 44-48 and 51-54 presented by DoNs (col
lected during consultation work in connection with tunnel engineering
1955-1962), Nrs. 49-50 and 55-57 from older collections in the
Geological Museum. Information concerning vein Nr. 61 was given
by EILIF DAHL. Material from the other veins was obtained from
various sources, as stated in the preface. Material available for study
comprised the clay substance and in most cases also the bedrock. The
accompanying information on the field relations of the clay vein
was in some cases exhaustive, in other cases incomplete.
The clay samples were dispersed in water and fractionated by
sedimentation; the fractions of "effective particle diameter" > JOft,
2-10 fl, and < 2ft were investigated. The fraction 2-10 fl contained
approximately the same amount of clay minerals as did the finer
fraction. Subsequent samples were therefore only divided into the

Tab. l. List of the investigated elay veins in rock. The first column of the table
gives the number of the vein. The following 4 columns include details of locality,
nature of enclosing bedrock, and depth of observation (expressed in raeters
below the surface). Depth of observations is unknown for some of the veins.
Two further columns indicate dip and strike of the fissure where known.
The column headed "Faulting" contains available information on the dislo
cation along the fissure. The downthrow side of the fault is first stated, then
the amount of displacement (in meters). The sign + is used where faulting has
taken place, but neither direction nor amount of dislocation has been observed.
The next column contains the width of the clay vein where known.
The following columns contain, respectively, the general appearance and
composition of the vein material. The most abundant constituent is statcd first
in each column. Mineral names are abbreviated as:

Qz - quartz,

Plag. -

plagioclase, Ab. - albite, Fel. - feldspar in general, Hbl. - hornblcnde, Bi.
- biotite, Muse.- muscovite, Chl.- chlorite, Cc.- calcite, Mt.- magnetite,
Py. - pyrite, Ep. - epidote, Ill. - illite, Ili. - Al - ilidro-mica, l\Iml. montmorillonite, Die. - dickite, Verm. - vermiculite.
The last column indicates the benzidine rcaction of the elay substance:

O - no colouring, . - faint blue colour, + - pronounced, but often slowly
developed blue colour,

++

-

instant strong blue colour. Some of the elay

samples have not been tested with benzidine.
In all columns the sign - means that information is lacking.
The list includes 3 clay veins (nr. 12, 22 and 23) formerly described by

RosENQVIST. The listed information on these veins is taken from his papers
(1949, 1957 and 1959).
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fractions > 10 fl and < 10 fL The finer fraction was in all cascs floc
culated by the addition of HCl or NaCl solution to the suspension.
The coarser fraction was examined by conventional petrographic
methods, mainly microscopic investigation of powder in immersion
liquids. It contains rock fragments and ordinary rock-forming minerals:
quartz, feldspar, mica, chlorite. The feldspar is gencrally turbid. Aggre
gates of clay minerals occur in many of the samples.
The finer fraction of the samples was investigated by means of
X-ray diffraction techniques (Debye diagrams). For the work at the
Technical University Cu radiation, Ni filter, and cameras with dia
meters 5.7 cm and 11.5 cm were used. For work at the Geological
Museum, Fe radiation, Mn filter, and cameras with a diameter of 9 cm
were used.
The finer fraction consists of the above-mentioned rock-forming
minerals together with chlorite, vermiculite, hydrous micas, dickite
and montmorillonite. The composition of some of the samples could
be determined directly by X-ray diffraction whilst other samples
required additional tests. Some samples were treated with glycerol
prior to X-ray examination. By this treatment the basal spacing of
montmorillonite and of vermiculite are increased from 14-15 A
to 17-18 A. (MAc EWAN 1946). Other samples were treated for 5-10
minutes with hot dilute HC1 (concentration about 2 I\') in order to
separate the readily-decomposed minerals from the more resistant.
In this way chlorite, vermiculite and biotite were decomposed, while
muscovite, kaolinite and dickite were left intact, and only small por
tions of the illite and the montmorillonite were affected. The insoluble
portion of the sample was then treated with dilute NaOH in order to
remove the silica of the decomposed minerals. This alkali treatment
turned out to be unnecessary and was discontinued since the silica
does not affect later procedure. The residuum was investigated by
X-ray diffraction. Montmorillonite was found in many cases where
the natura! clay substance contained great quantities of chlor�te.
There was the possibility that clay minerals such as montmorillonite
could be formed from chlorite and other easily-decomposed sillicates
by the treatment with hydrochloric acid. However in sample l (see
Table), for instance, X-ray data indicate the presence of chlorite and
illite before acid treatment, but only illite after. Similarly sample 31
contains chlorite and montmorillonite before, but only montmorillo-
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nite after acid treatment. Sample 36 consists, mainly, of biotite, but
after acid treatment only quartz and amphibole are present. While
there is thus no danger of having introduced new clay minerals by
the acid-treatment, there is a possibility that a small proportion of
the original montmorillonite could be removed.
The benzidine test has been used as a supplement to the X-ray
work. A solution of benzidine in water is added to a suspension of the
clay. If the suspension turns blue this indicates the presence of mont
morillonite, illite or vermiculite. But this test proved unreliable since
montmorillonite from some of the clay veins was very strongly blue
coloured, while the same mineral from other veins was not coloured
at all. A similar variation in colour was mct with in the hydrous micas
(see the following chapter).
My investigation of the clay samples is not exhaustive. A more
elaborate investigation should include complete chemical analyses,
differential thermal analyses, and a study of absorption and ion
exchange.
Minerals of the clay veins.

l. M o n t m o r i l l o n i t e is the commonest mineral in the clay
veins, and is a main constituent in most of them. It mostly forms
flakes of very small size (diameter about 2 ,u or less). According to
RosENQVIST (1957) the montmorillonite flakes in the Fortun vein
(nr. 22, tab. l) have a thickness of 30�100 A. In the samples which
I have investigated, irregularly shaped montmorillonite aggregates
make up a part of the fraction < lO fl and even of the coarser fraction;
these aggregates would probably desintegrate with more effective
dispersion of the material. Lath-shaped, 1�5 mm lang montmorillo
nite aggregates are found in vein nr. 34 from Sulitjelma (see tab. 1).
Montmorillonite is generally colourless. The clay substance of
veins 3 (Kjørholt) and 7 (Storgangen Ti mine), in which no other mineral
than montmorillonite can be identified from the X-ray photographs,
is, however, green for reasons that are unknown.
Montmorillonite is optically negative with small axial angle, y =
ca. 1. 515, a = ca. 1.48, a is oriented perpendicular to the flakes.
The X-ray data indicate considerable variations in the structure
of montmorillonite. As seen from tab. 2, its basal spacing (in air-dry
state) varies between 13 and 16 Å. Several lines in the X-ray diffrac-
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Tab. 2.

Various properties of montmorillonite from investigated clay veins.

The veins are numbered as in tab. l. The water content is expressed in weight
% of the sample dried at a temperature of 110° C. Symbols indicative of benzidine reaction as for tab. l.
Vein
nr.

Locality

Basal

Refract.

spacing

index y

Å

53

Vråliosen ..........

16

38

Rørvik ............

15-16

6

Storgangen Ti mine .

15-16

60

1.515

l
1

l

Benzid.
reaction

o
o

.

15.5

40

Tunnsjødalen ......

15.2

ca. 1.51

42

Medalsvatn, Fortun .

15.2

1.515

43

Gravdal, Fortun

15.2

59

Flittig,

.
Gjerpen .....
..

+
++

15
15

12

Hemsedal

........ .

15

22

.
Trondheim ........
Skafså . ...... ... . .
Ulefoss . . . .. ..... . . 1
Sulitjelma, Laths ...

15
15

ca. 1.51

+

15

ca. 1.52

+

Clay ....

14

52
55
34

Fortun ...........

·

3 1-35
23
9

10
7
41
60

57
20
8

l

. .. . . . . .
Ljosland ..........
Urarvatn ......... .

Vigsnes

.

.

9.6

..1

7.3

11.5

+

1.51

+
+
7.3

+
ca. 1.53

++
++
+

14

ca. 1.51

+

14

ca. 1.51

++

14

ca. 1.53

+

13

ca. 1.52

+

14
14

ca. 12

6.5

14.2

i

·l

. . . .. . .
Fjærekilen . . .. .. .. . l
�ongsberg .. ... . . . i
Abjøra . . ... .. . . . .
Kvineshei ..........
.

15

+

1.515

15

14-15

Storgangen Ti mine .
Nittedal. Dark cen-

ca. 1.53

14-15

.

Storevatn, Fortun
tral zone . .

54

8.0

+

Kjørholt ..........

27

ca. 10

Nittedal, pale margina! zone ........

3

l
1

·

1

14

tion photographs are subject to variation, but lines corresponding to
4.5 A (110) and to 2.55 A are always prominent. It must be left to
future research to explain the variations of the X-ray data. One might
guess they are due to crystallographic differences or to the effect of
absorbed ions. On soaking with glycerol the basal spacing of the
mineral is increased to 17-18 A.
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}fontmorillonite turns out to be relatively resistant to acid. A few
% of the mineral, probably the very finest fractions, are, however,
decomposed by treatment with hot dilute HCl for about 10 minutes,
and a corresponding number of Al ions are released into solution.
X-ray data obtained befare acid treatment do not appear to be
different from those obtained after acid treatment.
The benzidine reaction of montmorillonite varies greatly, as seen
from tab. 2. The montmorillonite from veins 9 (Ljosland) and 10
(Urarvatn) is instantly coloured deep blue by the benz;dine solution.
Samples from some other veins are rapidly, but less intensely coloured.
Samples from still other veins develop the blue colour more slowly,
in the course of 5-15 minutes. A sample from ve:n 6 (Storgangen Ti
mine) develops only a fa:nt blue colour, and samples from veins 38
(Rørvik) and 53 (Vråliosen) take on no colouring at all. No explanation
of this great variation in the benz:dine reaction of montmorillonite
can be offered. :\Iy results suggest that montmorillonite vvith a basal
spacing of 15.5--16 Å has only a faint, or no benzidine reaction (tab.
2). It is evident that the benzidine reaction cannot be used alone as a
test for montmorillonite. It may, however, be of value when used
together with the X-ray diffraction data of a elay sample. Montmorillo
nite which has been treated with hot diluted HCl, reacts with benzi
dine in the same way as the untreated sample.
In some veins, e.g. 28 (Løkken), 29 (Fosdalen) and 30 (Skorovas),
montmorillonite occurs together with great quantities of chloritc,
and may have been formed from chlorite by removal of Mg and Fe.
In other veins, such as 31-35 (Sulitjelma) , it forms the elay fraction,
while the coarser material consists mainly of mica. Here it may have
been formed by decomposition of mica. In still other veins, such as 9
(Ljosland) and 38 (Rørvik), the montmorillonite occurs together with
crushed granitic material. As the fcldspar of this material is highly
turbid (milky), it is probable that the montmorillonite has been formed
by decomposition of feldspar. In veins 52 (Skafså) and 54 (Fjærekilen)
potash feldspar is observed to be studded with montmorillonite flakes.
:.VIontmorillonite may cause great trouble in water tunnels because
of its property of swelling in water. A system of quite small mont
morillonite veins, or the presence of montmorillonite in the country
rock, may cause rock failure when the tunnel walls are exposed to
water.
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? M u s c o v i t e is common in the coarser material of clay veins
which penetrate mica-bearing rocks. In veins 39 (Tana) and 45 (Rju
kan) it makes up the main constituent of the clay fraction. It cannot
be stated if this muscovite is somewhat hydrated or not.
3. H y d r o u s m i c a s. The name i l l i t e is used in the present
paper as a general name for clay constituents which have approxi
mately the same X-ray diffraction pattern as muscovite: basal spa
cing 10-11 A, other prominent lines corresponding to spacings of
4.5, 3.2, 2.6 and 1.5 A, the 3.2 A line being much weaker than it is
for muscovite. No effort has been made to distinguish between the
structurally similar rnernbers of the hydrous muscovite-illite group.
It is possible, therefore, that what is here called illite, really comprises
several minerals of this group.
When it is relatively pure, illite is a white clay substance. Its
optical properties are the same as those of muscovite (y
1.58 -1.59). The illite of some occurrences gives a positive benzidine reac
tion. Among the illite-rich materials considered in the present paper
that of veins l (Steinskogen) and 21 (Vinstra) give a marked blue
colouration. The illite of vein 17 (Hol) gives only a faint blue colour,
while the substance of vein 18 (Åbjøra) gives no colour.
The illite, like the muscovite, is relatively resistant to acid, and is
apparently intact after treatment for a few rninutes with hot
2N HCl.
Illite is the main constituent of some of the clay veins investigated
here. The bedrock of some of these veins, e.g. nr. 21 (Vinstra), contains
muscovite as a main constituent, and crushed bedrock makes up the
coarser fraction of the vein material itself. Here it is possible that the
illite may have been formed by a simple alteration of the rnuscovite.
But other illite-bearing veins, e.g. nr. l (Steinskogen), occur in bed
rock without muscovite. Here the illite must have been formed, either
from feldspar or directly from hydrothermal solutions. Many veins
contain illite together with montmorillonite. This association can be
explained in two ways: l) continued leaching of the illite to form
montmorillonite, and 2) reaction between montmorillonite and K
ions in percolating solutions to form illite. Both processes seern to take
place. :\fontmorillonite veins occur in mica-rich bedrock (31-35,
Sulitjelma), and illite veins in bedrock without either mica or potash
feldspar as important constituents (24, Stord).
=
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In same of the clay veins, viz. nr. 11 (Mår power station) and
13-16 (Hol power station) a clay mineral occurs which seems to have
properties intermediate between those of illite and montmorillonite.
The mineral has a basal spacing of 12-13 A giving a strong and rather
sharp X-ray diffraction line. It occurs with muscovite. The X-ray
diffraction data of the mineral are not changed when the elay is soaked
with glycerol. But when treated with citric acid for about one day
at 70-80° C, or with hot hydrochloric acid for a few minutes, the
mineral is not decomposed though its basal spacing is increased to
about 14 A. Associated chlorite decomposes completely with this
treatment.
The benzidine reaction of the mineral is highly variable. Material
from veins 15 and 16 is coloured deep blue by the benzidine solution,
while material from veins 11, 13 and 14 is not coloured at all.
These results indicate that the mineral is a member of the hydrous
mica group, chemically intermediate between illite and montmorillo
nite. It may be the mineral which has been called Al-ilidro-mica. The
increase of its basal spacing on acid treatment suggests that, after
leaching of alkalis, its composition approaches that of montmorillonite.
A considerable amount of research will be needed to reveal the
composition and physical properties of the mineral. The listed occur
rences will be well suited for such study, as they contain the mineral
in much greater purity than any sedimentary deposit.
4. C h l o r i t e is a constituent of the clay fraction in many of the
investigated veins. It is readily identified by its X-ray diffraction
photograph. This shows a basal line corresponding to a spacing of
14-15 A and an equally strong or stronger (002) line corresponding
to a spacing of 7-7.5 A. Several lines corresponding to spacings be
tween 2.5 and 4.5 A. seem to be variable, but lines corresponding to
spacings of 2.0 A and 1.55 A are rather constant. The chlorite is easily
decomposed by acid, and the X-ray diffraction lines disappear when
the sample is treated for a few minutes with hot dilute HCl.
A few determinations of the optical indices of chlorite from clay
veins have been carried out:
Chlorite from vein 4 (Fen area) : optically negative, y = 1.64.
5 (Fen area) : negative y = 1.61.
10 (Urarvatn) : negative y = 1.60-1.62, the lower
value in the finest fraction ( < 2 fl).
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Chlorite from vein 21 (Vinstra): negative y = 1. 62.
29 (Fosdalen): optically isotropic, y = 1. 60.
A semi-quantitative chemical analysis has been carried out on
the chlorite from vein 10 (Urarvatn). An air-dry sample of 773 mg
of the fraction < 2 ,u was treated for about 10 minutes with hot
dilute HCl, and then with dilute NaOH. After this treatment (and
washing and drying) the weight of the sample was reduced to 407 mg
(montmorillonite with minor amounts of quartz and carbon); conse
quently 366 mg had been dissolved. From the solution 93 mg Si02,
162 mg Fe203 + Al203 (mainly Fe203), and 15 mg MgO were precipi
tated. Judging by a similar experiment with a pure montmorillonite
clay from vein 38 (Rørvik) about 30 mg Si02 and 15 mg Al203 in the
solution may be assumed to be derived from montmorillonite; the
chlorite of the investigated sample has therefore yielded 63 mg Si02,
147 mg Fe203 + Al203, and 15 mg MgO. The figures are not exact
enough to calculate the formula of the chlorite; a formula near
MgFe4 Al(Si3010)(0H)8 seems, however, to be compatible both with
these figures and with the optical data given above.
Momvr (1963) thought that the clay material from veins 41 (Store
vatn, Fortum), 59 (Flittig, Skien) and 60 (Nittedal) contains an as
yet unknown chlorite mineral, the basal spacing of which expands
from 14 Å to 17-18 Å on soaking with glycol or glycerol. The X-ray
diffraction photographs of this material exhibit lines corresponding
to spacings of 14, 10 and 7 A. The 10 A line is produced by il lite. On
soaking the samples with glycol the 14 Å line splits up into a 14 Å
and a 17 Å line except in the sample from vein 59, where only the
17 Å line can be observed. The 7 Å line is not altered by the glycol
treatment, and this was the main reason why MouM concluded that
the expanding mineral was not montmorillonite, as the 7 A line of
montmorillonite should shift to 8.8 Å on soaking with glycol.
However, these X-ray data are consistent with a mixture of chlorite
and montmorillonite. The 7 Å line of montmorillonite is very weak or
absent, while the 14 Å line of chlorite is often much weaker than the
7 Å line. Tests show that the mineral with the strong 7 Å line can be
removed from the samples by dilute acid, and must be ordinary chlor
ite. A mineral with a strong 14 Å line resists the acid, and is mont
morillonite. MouM's D T A diagrams of the samples show an endother
mic effect in the temperature interval 100-200° C, and are thus com-
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patible with a montmorillonite content. Any swelling chlorite has thus
not been found.
Chlorite is a main constituent of clay veins which penetrate chlor
ite-rich bedrock. Belonging to this group are veins 21 (Vinstra), 24
(Stord), 28 (Løkken), 29 (Fosdalen), and 30 (Skorovas). No study has
been made to determine whether the chlorite of the elay veins is chemic
ally and optically identical with that of the respective bedrocks. A
related group of chlorite-bearing clay veins is represented by veins
4 and 5 (Fen area), which are highly altered basic igneous dykes.
Chlorite also occurs in large amounts in some veins which pene
trate bedrock with little or no chlorite. The coarse material of these
veins consists of fragments of the bedrock. A vein of this type is 14
(Hol). Here the Fe and Mg of the chlorite must originate from solutions
which have circulated in the veins.
However, there are also clay veins which penetrate basic igneous
rocks, and yet contain very little chlorite. This is the case with vein
23 (Vigsnes) (RosENQVIST 1949), which penetrates saussurite gabbro
and contains fragments of this rock, while the fine material is almost
pure montmorillonite. Here the Fe and Mg, which might have formed
chlorite, must have been leached from the crushed bedrock and re
moved from the vein. Veins 31-34 (Sulitjelma) contain much less
chlorite than would be expected judging by the composition of the
bedrock. The montmorillonite seems to have replaced chlorite in the
clay fraction.
Chlorite can be altered to montmorillonite by removal of Mg and
Fe. This appears to have happened in veins 28 (Løkken) and 29 (Fos
dalen) and it may have taken place in many other veins.
5. B i o t i t e is only occasionally found in the clay material from
veins (but it occurs regularly in the coarse material of veins which
penetrate biotite-bearing bedrocks). Biotite is a main constituent of
clay vein nr. 36 (Aura), which penetrates biotite-rich amphibolite
(consisting of turbid plagioclase, green hornblende and biotite).
The higher refractive index of the biotite is y
1.62. The coarse
material of the vein consists of fragments of the amphibolite together
with grains of its minerals. In the finer fractions quartz replaces the
plagioclase, and the biotite is somewhat turbid. The higher refractive
index y of the biotite varies from about 1.60 in the fraction 10-20 fl
down to about 1.56 in the fraction < 2 fl. The finest fraction is a
=
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brownish-coloured clay. Its X-ray difraction photograph is dom:natcd
by the biotite lines (basal spacing about 10.5 Å). After treatment of
202 mg of the fraction < 2 fl with dilute HCl and then with dilute
NaOH, only 51 mg of quartz and amphibole remained unaltered.
From the dissolved fractions 25 mg Si02 and 80 mg Fe203 + Al203
were precipitated; Mg and K was not determined. Further study is
required to reveal the nature of the biotite in this vein. It may be a
type of hydrated biotite. The large amount of Fe203 relative to Si02
in the decomposed part of the clay suggests that ferric hydroxide is
present. A faint blue colouration of the clay with benzidine is un
explained.
6. V e r m i c u l i t e has been found in veins 47 (Mydøla) and 58
(Ramfoss). In both these veins the vermiculite occurs with biotite,
and must be assumed to have been formed by alteration of biotite.
It has a brownish-green colour, lower birefringence than biotite, and
an index y about 1.56. It has a basal spacing of 14 A, expanding to
about 17 A on soaking with glycerol. It is strongly blue-coloured by
benzidine. It is easily decomposed by acid. Therefore there is no ben
zidine reaction with acid-treated vermiculite, a point in contrast with
the behaviour of montmorillonite and illite.
7. D i c k i t e occurs in several veins. This mineral has the same
chemical formula as kaolinite: Al2Si205(0H)4 , but a somewhat dif
ferent crystal lattice. It has, like kaolinite, a basal spacing of 7.2 A.
It is not decom posed by acid, and is not blue-coloured by benzidine.
Its refractive indices are 1.56-1.567, very near those of kaolinite.
Optical orientation: y parallel to the cleavage (001), a and (3 forming
acute angles with (001). Optically positive. Cleavage flakes thus give
no distinct interference figure in convergent polarized light, in con
trast with kaolonite which is optically negative with the acute bisec
trix oriented almost perpendicular to the cleavage.
Dickite is usually the only elay mineral in the veins where it occurs.
In vein 47, however, it occurs with biotite, chlorite and vermiculite.
It is often well crystallized in pseudo-hexagonal plates. Dickite vein
48 and 49 penetrate quartzite, and here the formation of dickite
must have required transportation of alumina by hydrothermal
solutions.
K a o l i n i t e has not been found in the investigated material apart
from the above-mentioned occurrence at Jøssingfjorden.
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8. H yd r o x i d e s o f A l a n d F e have not been sought. As stated
above, Fe(OH)3 is probably present in vein 36 (Aura). It is also prob
ably present in vein 45 (Rjukan), and it may be present in several
other veins. According to RosENQVIST (1949, 1957 and 1959) alumi
nium hydroxide is present in vein 23 (Vigsnes) but not in veins 12
(Hemsedal) and 22 (Fortun). Finely dispersed Fe203 is present in vein
39 (Tana), and gives the elay a red colour.
O x ide o r h yd r o x i d e o f Mn occurs in vein 13 (Hol). The clay
substance of this vein, which contains muscovite and Al-ilidro-mica,
is brownish black. The fraction 10-200 fl, which is rich in dark aggre
gates, was investigated by B. BRUUN who found 6.7%) MnO, corre
sponding to about 8% Mn02 or 9-10% hydrated Mn oxides. The
Mn mineral has not been identified.
9. C a r b o n occurs in small quantities, finely dispersed, in veins
10 (Urarvatn), 16 (Hol), and 19 (Åbjøra). The material of these veins
has a dark gray colour, which disappears on ignition.
10. Pyr i t e occurs in veins 22 (Fortun), 23 (Vigsnes) and 40 (Tunn
sjødalen) in cubes, the sides of which attain l cm in vein 22. In all
these veins montmorillonite is the only clay mineral present.
1 1. Cal cite occurs in v eins 3 (Kjørholt), 5 (Fe n are a), 8 (Kvines
hei tunnel), 13-14 (Hol), 24 (Stord), 31, 33, 34 (Sulitjelma) and 40
(Tunnsjødalen). In vein 34 it occurs as large lumps, several cm across.
Crystal outlines have not been observed. The calcite is white and
opaque in hand specimen.
12. A p o p h yl l i t e occurs in vein 34 (Sulitjelma) as flakes with
diameters of about l mm. It occurs with montmorillonite, calcite and
pyrite.
13. Qu a r t z occurs in nearly all the ve:ns. It is d:stributed in all
fractions down to the fines ( < 2 fl). In vein 47 (Hjartdøla) it occurs
in large crystals together with illite-chlorite clay. In most other cases
it is doubtless a relic from decomposed bedrock. Whether or not
quarl z can be formed as a new mineral together with the clays in
these veins is not known.
14-. V a r i o u s r o c k- f o r m i n g m i n e r a l s, such as feldspar, am
phibole, mica and magnetite, make up the coarser fractions of the
vein-materials. They always come from mechanically-desintegrated
bedrock. They seem to disappear towards the finest fractions of the
clay, and thus seem to be subjected to decomposition. In veins 52
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(Skafså) and 54 (Fjærekilen) potash feldspar has been observed to be
transformed into montomorillonite. In some other veins, e.g. 9 (Ljos
land) and 38 (Rørvik), potash feldspar is observed to be turbid. A
study of the nature of this turbidity should help to determine whether
the montmorillonite of the veins has been formcd from feldspar.

Remarks on the veins listed in tab. l

l. S t e i n s k o g e n. This is a very small vein, which penetratcs the
rhomb porphyry (RP 11) exposed along the road between Steinskogen
and Bærums verk. Information on the direction and other details of
the vein is lacking, as I found it in 1935 (during my schooldays) and
took a sample without making further observations. I have not been
able to relocate the vein.
The vein substance is semi-solid and stable against water, so that
it can only be dispersed after grinding. It consists of illite and some
chlorite.
2. D r am m e n. The sample of this vein was obtained from Norges
Geologiske Undersøkelse, who had been consulted in connection with
some construction work that had met difficulties caused by the vein.
Information of the exact locality and the direction and thickness of
the vein is wanting. The vein is evidently rather large. The fact that
the coarse fraction of the vein substance consists of fragments of
Drammen granite, indicates that the vein follows a fault which crosses
the granite massif.
3. Kjør h o l t Li m e s t o n e m i n e. The sample of the vein, to
gether with the information listed in tab. l, was obtained from Norsk
Hydro. The vein follows a minor fault which penetrates the limestone
and hornfels bedrock C:\iiddle Ordovician, contact metamorphosed by
the Permian plutonic rocks of the Oslo region). In accordance with this
mode of occurrence the coarse material of the vein consists of horn
fels fragments. These fragments seem to be fresh, and no connection
has been observed between them and the montmorillonite of the vein.
Several other minor faults run parallel to the one investigated
(in the direction N-S) at the same locality. They represent dislo
cations of only a few meters. They are all marked by narrow zones of
crushed hornfelds with a sparse matrix of clay.
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The rock leather sheets which were considered in the introduction,
lie parallel with the sediment beds at the same locality. The relation
between them and the steep faults has not been observed.
4-5. F e n i r o n m i n e s. These veins have been described in my
paper on the Fen area (1957, p. 126).
They are "latten veins", which penetrate the calcite-hematite
rock and the iron ore bodies in the mine district. They are basic igneous
dykes, which have been hydrothermally altered.
6-7. S t o r g a n g e n t i t a n i u m m i n e. The samples of these veins
were obtained from Professor JENS BuGGE. Both the veins contain
great quantities of bedrock fragments (anorthosite and ilmenite ore
respectively), indicating that they represent faults. Both the veins
carry montmorillonite as their only clay mineral. There are, however,
distinct differences between the montmorillonite of the two veins
( see tab. 2). No explanation of these differences can as yet be given.
8. K v i n e s h e i ra i l w a y t u n n e l. The sample was obtained from
the Geotechnical Department of the Norwegian State Railways. The
crushed rock zone interesects the line of the tunnel at an angle of
about 20°. It was sealed with concrete during the construction of the
tunnel in 1940. However, the seal broke down in 1948, and a great
quantity of clay and granite blocks fell into the tunnel and blocked it.
The failure was probably caused by the weight of the overlying
material, together with swelling of the clay in water. The clay mineral
is montmorillonite with a basal spacing of about 13 A. It expands to
a spacing of about 18 A in glycerol. The vein must, as shown by its
high content of granite fragments, represent a fault. The occurrence
of calcite (in rather big crystals) shows that the mineral formation is
hydrothermal.
9. L j o s l a n d. The vein listed in tab. l is one among several
similar veins, which strike in the direction E- W, and dip about 45° N.
·The veins were encountered during the construction of a tunnel to
lead the Ljosåna river to the Skjerka power station. Because of their
content of crushed granitic material, these veins must be assumed to
follow faults. However, no dislocation has been observed in the
uniform gneissose granite which makes up the bedrock.
The feldspar of the granitic material in the vein is turbid. The
nature of the turbidity has not been investigated. Such an investi
gation should reveal the origin of the montmorillonite which forms
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the clay of the vein. It seems probable that the montmorillonite has
been formed by decomposition of feldspar.
The biotite of the crushed granitic material in the vein is rather
fresh.
10. U r a r v a t n. The clay sample was sent to me during the con
struction of a tunnel connected with a small hydroelectric power
station. As information on the bedrock of the vein is lacking (the
locality is situated in a large area of Precambrian gneissose granite
which has not been mapped in detail), no conclusion can be drawn
as to the genes:s of the vein. The coarse fraction of the sample consists
of chlorite aggregates which seem to be olivine pseudomorphs. The
vein may thus be a highly altered ultra-basic igneous dyke. The
montmorillonite of the vein has a basal spacing of about 14 Å; it
gives a very strong benzidine reaction.
11. 1\Iå r p o w e r s t a t i o n. The sample of the vein in the engine
hall, together with the listed information, was obtained from Norsk
Hydro. At the same time information was supplied about many
other small clay veins which ran in various directions in the water
tunnel of the power plant. These veins were no longer accessible, as
the power plant had been put into operation.
The vein in the engine hall evidently follows a small fault in the
fine-grained muscovite-rich gneiss which here comprises the bedrock.
The composition of the clay substance (muscovite and Al-ilidro-mica
together with fine quartz powder) may be explained by leaching of
the muscovite of the finely crushed bedrock.
12. Hems e d a l. Described by RosENQVIST (1959). Several smaller
montmorillonite veins running in the same direction (ENE, steep)
occur in the same tunnel. Two such veins, each with a width of a
few cm and separated by a distance of about 2 m, caused rock failure
after the tunnel was filled with water and the power station put into
operation. The material of the 2 small veins looked dry and solid
during the construction of the tunnel and the veins were not sealed.
When exposed to water, the montmorillonite swelled and lost its
cohesion. A great fragment (diameter about 9 m and a volume of more
than 100 m3) of the rock slice between the veins loosened and collapsed
into the tunnel.
13-17. Wa t e r t u n n e l o f H o l p o w e r s t a t i o n. The samples
were collected by Director CARL BuGGE of Norges Geologiske Under-
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søkelse, who was consulted by the tunnel contractor. Veins 13 16
penetrate fine-grained gneiss (Dagali gneiss), consisting mainly of
alkali feldspar and quartz, and which has a northerly strike and a low
easterly dip. All these veins must be assumed to follow faults, as they
carry gneiss fragments together with the clay materials. The dislo
cation has not been observed in the bedrock. Vein 16 is a wide zone
of crushed gneiss in parts dominated by a dark gray earthy substance;
veins 13�15 are thin. Veins 13, 14, 16 belong to one system of parallel
steep fissures, while vein IS is parallel to the bedding of the gneiss.
Veins 14 and 16 contain chlorite. This mineral also occurs in the bed
rock. The content of chlorite in the clay substance is, however, too
high to be explained by chloritisation of dark minerals in crushed
gneiss; possibly the chlorite was formed from hydrothermal solutions.
Vein 16 Contains finely dispersed carbon. Calcite occurs in veins 13
and 14, and Mn oxide or hydroxide in 13; neither of these components
can possibly be derived from the gneiss bedrock. All the veins 13� 16
contain muscovite and Al-ilidro-mica in apparently the same pro
portions.
Not all the minerals of these veins can be derived from decompo
sed bedrock, and transfer of C, C02, and Mn must have taken place
along the fissures.
Vein 17 is situated E of veins 13�16 and immediately E of the
Urunda river (which follows a marked linear cleft in the direction
N 20° W � S 20o E). It penetrates a soft, green, chlorite schist, which
has not been mapped in the field. No conclusion as to genesis can be
drawn from the mineral composition of the elay (illite and chlorite) .
18�20. Åbjøra p o w e r s t a t i o n. The samples were obtained
from A/S Astrup & Aubert, who built the power station.
The engine hall and entrance tunnel of the power station (315 m
above sea level) is situated in Precambrian gneiss. The upper surface
of the gneiss is crossed by the pressure shaft at a height of about
500 m a.s.l. It is overlain by a layer, 30�40 m thick, of alum shale
and phyllite (Cambrian and Ordovician). This layer is overlain by
sparagmite (Eocambrian overthrust during the Caledonian orogeny).
The headwater tunnel (735 m a.s.l.) and the upper part of the pressure
shaft are situated in the sparagmite.
The 3 veins which have been studied (and 2 other, quite similar
veins which have not been investigated mineralogically) can, from
�
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their content of crushed bedrock, be concluded to follow faults. Their
clay constituent may originate from decomposed bedrock. The origin
of the black schist in vein 19 has not been investigated. It may be
Precambrian schist or down-faulted Cambrian alum shale.
21. Vi n s t r a p o w e r s t a t i o n. This power station has a head
water tunnel which runs from the Olstappen lake (61°30' N 9°25' E)
along the southern slope of the Vinstra valley E-wards to the pressure
shaft and engine hall, which are situated in the valley side SE of
Vinstra railway station (61°33' N 9°50' E). The length of the tunnel
is about 24 km. It is situated about 600 m above sea level. Except at
its eastern end, the tunnel is situated in phyllite, which rests on spa
ragmite with a flat boundary surface 500- 550 m a. s. l. The tunnel
crosses several minor crush planes which strike N and dip 60° \V. The
engine hall, pressure shaft, and easternmost part of the headwater
tunnel are situated in sparagmite, which is separated from the phyllite
by a fault. A few hundred meters W of this fault, closely W of a small
N-running river, the tunnel crosses a system of cumulated faults which
also strike N and dip 60° W. Together these faults represent a relative
downthrow of about 100 m to the western side of the fault system.
The fault system has caused crushing of the phyllite in a belt of 80-90 m across, so that about 100 m of the tunnel pass through crushed
phyllite.
The crushed phyllite is accompanied by a clay which is light
gray in colo ur somewhat lighter than the phyllite. The sam e clay
occurs in the minor zones of crushing. The mineral composition of
the elay (quartz, illite, chlorite) is very like that of the phyllite (quartz,
feldspar, muscovite, chlorite) and may thus have been formed by
moderate decomposition of the phyllite.
22. Fo r t u n Described by RosENQVIST (1957).
23. V i g s n e s. Described by RosENQVIST (1949).
24. S t o r d. The samples and information were obtained from A/S
Stordø Kisgrube. The pyrite deposit is sedimentary, and situated be
tween layers of greenstone (metamorphosed basalt). The rock com
plex is broken by numerous small reverse faults, some of which are
relatively young. These faults have a strike between E and NE, and
a variable dip in a direction between N and N\V. Some faults have
also accommodated horizontal dislocation. The fault surfaces are
generally closely associated and do not reveal any marked minerali,
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sation or crushing. At some places, however, they separate, and the
fault cavity is filled with calcite, pyrite, and grayish clay. This is
evidently a hydrothermal mineral paragenesis. The high content of
illite present must be ascribed to the presence of K in the hydrother
mal solutions.
25. Ol a v s g r u v a c o p p e r m i n e, Rør os. The sample was ob
tained from A/S Røros Kobberverk. The vein occurs along a fault
plane marked by a narrow zon e of crushed bedrock (mica schist). It
contains sparse clay material, which seems to be rather like the bed
rock in chemical composition. The montmorillonite may have been
formed from mica and chlorite in the schist.
26. K u r ås f o s s e n, N o f Rør o s. The sample was obtain ed
during the construction of a small power station, when the vein caused
trouble to the tunnel construction. The clay substance differs but
slightly from the bedrock in composition ; the only change is the
alteration of mica to illite.
27. F a g e r v i k a, T r o n d h e im. . The vein was found in a small
tunnel which was constructed for industrial purposes. It penetrates
a trondheimite body which is intrusive in the Bymarka greenstone
(basalt) formation. The vein follows a crush zone which is probably
a minor fault. The turbid feldspar of the crushed bedrock in the vein
might, with future work, yield information on the genesis of the
montmorillonite.
As the amount of chlorite in the clay is relatively subordin ate the
vein cannot be concluded to contain material from the greenstone,
which the vein must cross beyond the limits of the rather small
trondheimite body.
28. Løk k en p y r i t e m in e. . The sample and the information
was obtained from Orkla Grube-Aktiebolag. The vein was reported
to be the only clay vein in the min e. It penetrates greenstone (altered
basalt) which overlies the ore body, and (like the ore body) dips gently
westwards. It may follow a fault; no dislocation has, however, been
observed. The greenstone which is adjacent to the hauging wall of
the vein, is chloritized in a zone, a few meters thick.
The chlorite zone has evidently been formed by hydrothermal
alteration of greenstone along a plane of shearing at a relatively late
stage of the Caledonian orogeny. The clay vein has probably been for
med in connection with later movement along the same plane of weak-
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ness. The montmorillonite of the clay material may have been formed
from chlorite.
29. Fo s d a l e n i r o n m i n e. The sample was given to me by
Professor jENS BuGGE, who collected it during the survey of the mine.
It was taken in the Bukkorten shaft. The veins follow a fault of con
siderable size. The clay substance varies in composition and appear
ence. Some of it is dark green and consists almost entirely of chlorite.
Some is light gray and consists mainly of illite. This variation may
mean that the chlorite is the oldest mineral of the vein, and that illite
has been formed from chlorite by the action of hydrothermal solutions
which did not spread evenly through the chlorite mass.
30. Sko r o v a s p y r i t e m i n e. The sample was obtained from
AJS Skorovas Gruber. The vein was reported to be the only clay vein
encountered in the mine. It follows a marked fault, which can be
traced a considerable distance on the surface. The amount of dislo
cation has not, however, been measured.
31- 35. S u l i t j e l m a p y r i t e a n d c o p p e r m i n es. The samples
were obtained from A/S Sulitjelma Gruber. All the veins probably
follow faults, as they carry fragments of bedrock (mica schist). The
clay substance of the veins is particularly interesting. It consists
mainly of montmorillonite, which is associated with calcite (in large
crystals) in several of the veins. In vein 34 pyrite and apophyllite
are also associated with the clay, and lath-shaped aggregates, 1-5 mm
long, of montmorillonite also occur. The laths are gathered in bunches
reminiscent of zeolite aggregates. The mineral has a very pronounced
lathy parting. It has a light grayish yellow colour. Under the micro
scope it turns out to have y oriented parallel to the parting, y =
ca. 1. 51, a =ca. 1. 48. The optical sign could not be determined. These
indices are those of montmorillonite. The X-ray diffraction photo
graph of the mineral shows the typical pattern pf montmorillonite;
its basal spacing is about 15 A, while the montmorillonite of the
groundmass of the vein has a spacing of about 14 A. It is an unsolved
problem how montmorillonite can occur as such laths, and the mineral
deserves a thorough structural investigation. One might guess it has
a sort of tube structure. It is a conspicuous feature of the Sulitjelma
clay veins that montmorillonite is the dominant or only clay mineral
present, even though the bedrock (mica schist) would be expected to
form illite quite readily. Whatever governed the clay formation, must
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also have had a pronounced tendency to cause leaching of potash.
Vein 31 carries water which was reported to smell of H2S. Simple
chemical tests on a water sample which had been concentrated by
partial evaporation, showed that it contained small quantities of
NaCl and Na2S04.
Further vvork on the clay veins of the Sulitjelma mines could
yield information of great value to the study of clay veins in general.
36-37. A u r a p o w e r s t a t i o n. The samples were obtained
from the contractor of the tunnel construction.
The headwater tunnel of the power station runs along the western
side of the Lilledal valley, about 900 m a. s. l. It is situated in a gneiss
complex with a dip o about 30° E. Both the veins investigated seem
to follow faults, but no dislocation has been observed. Vein 36 differs
from all the other veins studied in the present paper in that it carries
biotite (which seems to be hydrated) as the only clay constituent.
As the vein has not been studied in the field, no definite conclusion
can be drawn as to its genesis. It may be a biotite vein which has
been crushed by later faulting.
As the clay substances of both veins 36 and 37 exhibit a faint blue
colouration with benzidine, both veins probably carry traces of
montmorillonite or vermiculite. These minerals cannot, however, be
identified from X-ray diffraction photographs of the clay samples.
38. Rør v i k. The sample was sent to me (without any information
on the occurrence) by the head of the local authority, as the clay had
been met with during the excavation of a trench for a water pipe line.
The composition of the material - crushed granitic material together
with pure montmorillonite - is strikingly similar to that of vein 9
(Ljosland). The montmorillonite is remarkable in showing no blue
colour with benzidine.
39. S m a l fj o r d, T a n a. The sample was sent to me without
any information by a local inhabitant. As the clay differs markedly
from Quaternary clays in composition, it must certainly come from
a vein. The coarse material of the substance (only the fractions with
diameter up to 10 fl were present) differs markedly from the bedrock
of the district (sandstone). The vein may be a highly altered igneous
dyke. The X-ray diffraction photograph of the clay substance has a
weaker 3. 2 A line than fresh muscovite, suggesting that the mineral
may be hydrated muscovite or a mixture of muscovite and illite.
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40. T u n n s j ø d a l e n p o w e r s t a t i o n. This occurrence has been
investigated by RosENQVIST, who has kindly given me his results.
The power station has a headwater tunnel which leads the water
from the Tunnsjø lake about 12 km WSW-wards to the station,
which is placed beneath the surface W of Bekkafjell (about 64°42' N
12°47' E) .
From the station a long outflow tunnel leads the water further
WSW to the Namsen river; this tunnel is in part situated under the
bed of the Tunnsjø river. The bedrock is mica schist and trondheimite.
Both in the outflow tunnel and in the western part of the head
water tunnel the rock is penetrated by numerous clay veins which
run in various directions. The thickness of each vein is a few cm or
dm. The veins have a mineral association (montmorillonite, calcite,
pyrite) which is typical of many other veins treated in the present
paper. The montmorillonite also impregnates the rock near the veins,
and makes it desintegrate when exposed to water. Both the veins and
the impregnation zones caused great difficulties during tunnel construc
struction. The montmorillonite has, according to RosENQVIST, a basal
spacing of 15.2 A, and its DTA diagrams exhibit endothermic effects
in the intervals 100-200° C and 60 0-800° C. It contains absorbed
Ca ions.
41. S t o r e v a t n. This locality is a dam site which belongs to the
water regulation system of the Fortun power station. The occurrence
was investigated by MouM (1963) by X-ray diffraction and DTA
techniques. He has kindly given his material to me, and I have made
some additional tests on it.
The bedrock of the vein is a rather dark greenish phyllite, which
consists of quartz, feldspar, mica and chlorite. The clay substance of
the vein has the same colour as the phyllite, and is without doubt
an alteration product of the latter. The DTA diagram of the elay
exhibits endothermic effects at about 120° and 600° C. lts X-ray
diffraction photograph has lines corresponding to spacings of about
14, 10 and 7 A; the 14 A line is transformed into a stronger 17 A line
and a weaker 14 A line in the photograph of a glycol-treated sample.
The 10 A line belongs to illite. MouM thought that the 14 A and 7 A
lines belonged to an as-yet unknown chlorite mineral with expanding
lattice, and that the clay contained no montmorillonite. X-ray data
of acid-treated clay samples show, however, that the lines belong to
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2 minerals. The strong 7 Å line belongs to a mineral which is decom
posed by acid, and which must be chlorite. The strong 14 Å line be
langs to a mineral which resists hot dilute HCl, and which has the
X-ray diffraction pattern of montmorillonite. The clay may thus be
concluded to consist of illite, chlorite and montmorillonite.
42. B e t w e e n M e d a l s v a t n a n d S t o r e v a tn. This occurrence
is penetrated by a water tunnel which belongs to the regulation system
of Fortun power station. It is an impregnation zone in the rock; no
vein occurs. No information has been given as to the extent and shape
of the impregnation zone. MouM has investigated the occurrence by
means of X-ray diffraction and DTA techniques, and has given his
material to me.
The bedrock of the locality is a mica schist which probably repre
sents a strip of Cambro-Silurian down-folded into the basement. It
consists of quartz, alkali feldspar, muscovite, biotite and epidote.
Although it looks like the country-rock the impregnated rock des
integrates to sand and elay when exposed to water. The sandy fraction
consists apparently of the same minerals as the country-rock, but a
12. 6 Å line in the X-ray photograph indicates that part of the musea
vite has been altered to Al-ilidro-mica. The finer fractions ( < 20 fl)
consist of montmorillonite with minor quantities of the minerals
found in the country-rock.
43. G r a v d a l. The locality is situated in a water tunnel belonging
to Fortun power station. The occurrence is a small vein which pene
trates basement gneiss and quartzite. It has been investigated by
MouM who found the white clay substance to consist of quartz, kaoli
nite and montmorillonite. Its X-ray photograph exhibits a strong
7 Å line, and a 15 Å line which is shifted to 17 Å in the photograph
of a glycol-treated sample. Its DTA curve shows endothermic effects
at 100- 230° C (typical of montmorillonite) and at 550- 700° C, and
an exothermic effect at 975° C. My investigations have shown that the
mineral, which MouM called kaolinite, is the dickite modification of
the same chemical substance. This is shown by the X-ray photograph
which has strong 3.6 Å and 2.4 Å lines (nearly the same in kaolinite
and dickite), but lacks the strong 4.4 Å and 2. 6 A lines which are
typical of kaolinite. It is also shown by the DTA curve, as the endother
mic effect (expclling of water) of kaolinite begins at a temperature
of 450° C, of dickite at a temperature of 550° C. Optical examination
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of the mineral showed that its acute bisectrix intersects the normal
to (001) at a great angle. This agrees with the optics of dickite, while
kaolinite has the acute bisectrix nearly normal to (001). The mineral
concerned may thus be concluded to be dickite. It is the main con
stituent of the finer fraction of the vein material and forms well
developed pseudohexagonal plates. 20- 60 fl in diameter. Quartz
mak es up the coarser fraction (> 60 fÆ). Montmorillonite occurs in
subordinate quantity. It forms a fine dust, which adheres to the dickite
crystals.
44-45. Rju k a n. These veins are arbitrarily chosen among sev
eral veins and vein systems which were met with in the headwater tun
nel of Rjukan IV power station. The samples were taken by DoNs
in connection with consultation work for the tunnel contractor; he
has given the samples to me.
The bedrock in the whole district is fine-grained gneiss which
belongs to the Tuddal formation, a part of the Precambrian Telemark
formation. The gneiss consists of quartz, microcline, muscovite, epi
dote, and chlorite. As the material of the veins consists largely of
bedrock fragments, the vein systems must follow faulting and crushing.
46. My døl a. This vein system was encountered in a water tunnel
of Hjartdøla power station. Samples were taken by DoNs during
consultation work.
The bedrock at the locality is quartzite, consisting of quartz with
some muscovite. In a zone 10-20 m thick it is broken by a network
of fissures which are partly filled with coarsely crystalline quartz,
partly with clay. We are obviously dealing with a crush zone, which
may have been subjected to repeated hydrothermal activity. The clay
substance (illite and chlorite) cannot be derived solely from the bed
rock, so presumably material has been added from hydrothermal
solutions.
47. Mydøl a. This vein was encountered in the same tunnel as
vein 46, and was sampled by DoNs. The dark greenish clay substance
consists of biotite, chlorite and vermiculite in irregular flakes, up to
0. 5 mm in diameter, and dickite in pseudo-hexagonal plates up to
20 fl in diameter. The formation of this mineral association must have
resulted from hydrothermal activity.
48. Gau s t a. The vein was penetrated during the constructio11
of a transport tunnel which leads from the foot of the Gausta monn-
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tain up to the radio link station at the summit. It was sampled by
Do"'s.
The vein probably follows a small crush zone in the quartzite.
The dickite may have been formed from feldspar in a quartzite ground
mass which has been eliminated by solution of the guartz and subse
guent contraction of the fissure, or its formation may have been de
pendent on Al transfer from hydrothermal solutions. The silica may
be derived from the bedrock, as the guartzite fragments in the vein
seem to be corroded.
49. H o l m e t j e r n, Li f j e l l. The material was an old sample in
the Geological Museum. The occurrence may be the same as that found
by REUSCH and mentioned by HoLTEDAHL (1953). The material is
insufficient for genetic conclusions. The fact that the vein substance
contains alkali feldspar, but no quartz, suggests that a feldspathic
dyke rock has been hydrothermally altered.
50. NE o f N o t o d d en. The material was a sample in the Geo
logical Museum. It was collected on the road between Kongsberg and
Notodden in 1909. Further information is lacking. The clay substance
(quartz and dickite) may be explained by hydrothermal alteration of
the bedrock (fine-grained gneiss) .
51. S k a f s å. The occurrence, which was found during the con
struction of Skafså II hydro-electric power station, is a network of
small fissures in the gneiss bedrock. The fissures are each a few mm
wide, and are filled with an apparently solid, white substance, which
is pure montmorillonite. The rock between the fissures seems to be
fresh, so no conclusion can be drawn as to the genesis of the mont
morillonite.
52. S k a f s å. The occurrence was, together with occurrence 51,
sampled by Doxs in connection with consultation work for the Skafså
II power �;tation. It is a broad zone of crushed and alterecl gneissose
granite, found in the headwater tunnel. The crushecl zone was sealed
with concrete during the excavation of the tunnel. The sealing was,
however, not sufficiently strong, and a few months after completion
it was observecl to bulge out at one place. Soon afterwards a hole of
about l m2 appeared in the concrete, and about 2 00m3 of clay, sand
and blocks fell into the tunnel.
The montmorillonite, which makes up the clay suhstance, seems to
have been formed by decomposition of the feldspar of the crushed
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granite. The feldspar of the small granite fragments is turbid, and
in the sand fraction feldspar is not present, but only montmorillonite
aggregates together with quartz and small quantities of biotite and
chlorite. The biotite is fresh, like that obserYed in vein 9 (Ljosland).
53. V r å l i o s e n. This vein system was found during the excaYa
tion of the water tunnel of Vråliosen power station and was sampled
by DoNs. It consists of man y veins running in various directions. The
montmorillonite of the veins is remarkable in having a basal spacing
of about 16 Å, and in giving no blue colouration with benzidine.
54. Fjær e k i l e n. This zone of crushed granite was encountered
in a tunnel excavated by Norsk Hydro in order to lead water from the
Norsjø lake to the factories at Herøya. It was sampled by DoNs.
The montmorillonite impregnates the crushed granite, and has obvi
ously been formed by hydrothermal decomposition of feldspar.
55. U l e fo s s. This occurrence was found in a water tunnel exca
vated for a small power station for the Ulefoss ironwork in 1925. The
sample was preserved in the Geological :Museum. Information about
the occurrence is lacking. The Museum material consists of gneissose
granite, the feldspar of which shows various stages of replacement by
montmorillonite.
56-57. K o n g s b e r g s i l v e r m i n e s. The geology of the Kongs
berg mine district has been investigated by CARL BuGGE (1917). The
bedrock belongs to the Precambrian Kongsberg formation. The ol
dest part of the formation is a complex of amphibolites and banded
gneisses with mostly dioritic and quartz dioritic composition and
supposedly effusive in origin. This complex is intruded by deep-seated
rocks, first diorites, later gabbro (Vinor diabase), and still later gra
nites. The formation has on the whole N-S, steep, banding and foli
ation. This Precambrian bedrock is penetrated by a group of dykes
and veins which are almost certainly Permian and associated with
the igneous rocks of the Oslo region. The dykes and veins are classified
as follows:
a) Hydrothermal veins of the first generation. These veins pene
trate all the above-mentioned Precambrian rocks of the district. They
have a strike about ENE- WSW, and a highly-variable dip. They
consist mainly of quartz with smaller quantities of calcite, fluorite,
feldspar, baryte and sulphide ores. Some of them are several meters
wide.
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b) Diabase dykes. These are of the same type as the diabase dykes
of the Oslo region. They cut the first generation hydrothermel veins.
c) Hydrothermal veins of the second generation. These veins
occur only in the banded gneisses and amphibolites, which seem to
have been more easily penetrated than the other Precambrian rocks.
The veins also cut the diabase dykes. Some of the veins follow the
banding of the Precambrian bedrock (N-S, steep), but most of them
have a strike about E-W and rather steep southerly dip. Some of
them follow and have changed the mineralogical composition of veins
of the first generation where these penetrate areas of the banded
gneiss and amphibolite. The veins of the second generation consist
mainly of calcite, and also carry quartz, fluorite, feldspar, zeolites,
coal blend, and native silver.
d) Clay veins. Many such veins occur in the silver mines. They
have a strike about E-W and a dip of 40-50° S or N. They represent
hydrothermal veins of the first generation which have been brecciated,
and their minerals largely dissolved and removed. The width of the
veins has been greatly reduced, and is typically only a few cm or dm.
The clay veins contain, beside relic quartz and altered bedrock frag
ments, a grayish-coloured clay substance, calcite, pyrite, graphite,
and occasionally zeolites. BuGGE reports veins intermediate in compo
sition between clay veins and ordinary calcite veins. The clay veins
are not silver-bearing. They have, however, great significance, since
the silver content of typical silver-bearing calcite veins is increased
within a few meters proximity to a elay vein. Groups of silver-bearing
calcite veins occur as apophyses from a clay vein. BuGGE explained
this as due to hydrothermal solutions which altered the original quartz
calcite vein to a clay vein, dissolved the silver content of the original
vein and re-deposited it in neighbouring fissures. The clay veins thus
appear to the closely associated with be silver-bearing veins, in which
case they are probably of Permian age, and were formed shortly after
the consolidation of the igneous rocks of the Oslo region.
BuGGE found by microscopical investigation that the clay sub
stance of the veins consisted of muscovite and chlorite; illite was not
known at that time. X-ray diffraction photographs show that the clay
substance of vein 56 (Gottes Hiilfe silver mine) consists of illite and
chlorite in both fractions < 5 fl and 5-50 fl. The clay substance of
vein 57 (Charlotte Louise mine) tumed out to consist of montmorillo-
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nite. Nothing can at present be stated about the distribution of these
two different types of clay veins.
58. R a m f o s s. This occurrence is described by MouM (1963). A
vein of biotite and altered biotite was found at a dam site on the Sna
rum river. The biotite forms irregular flakes, 1-10 cm across. The
altered biotite consists of vermiculite and chlorite. The vermiculite
was identified by Momvr from its X-ray diffraction photograph (basal
spacing 14 Å, expanding to 17 Å on soaking of the sample with glycol),
by its transformation into tale (basal spacing 9 Å) on heating to
700° C and by the DTA curve of the sample (minimum at 120o, 600°,
800°, and 900° C). Microscopic investigation shows that the vermi
culite has the optics typical of that mineral: brownish green colour,
rather weak birefringence, y
1.56. It forms undulating aggregates
with the outlines of the original biotite flakes. The chlorite has very
weak birefringence. There is also some montmorillonite in the vein
material. This mineral is sparse and finely dispersed. It is concen
trated in the fines fraction ( < 5 fl) of a crushed sample from the
hydrothermally altered part of the vein. An X-ray diffraction photo
graph shows that this fine fraction, after treatment with hot dilute
HCl (which destroys vermiculite and chlorite) consists of almost pure
montmorillonite.
59. F l i t t i g, G j e r p e n. MouM's material from this vein has been
given to me, and I have made additional tests on it. The vein was
encountered during the excavation of a water tunnel for a power sta
tion. It penetrates hornfels dose to the boundary of a syenite mass
which belongs to the Permian igneous province of the Oslo region.
Information on the direction and thickness of the vein is lacking.
The substance of the vein is a light gray plastic clay. Its coarser
fraction ( < 60 fl) consists of quartz and muscovite aggregates; relic
rock constituents have not been observed. The finer fractions consist
mainly of illite. The X-ray diffraction photograph shows the 10 Å
basal line of illite and also lines corresponding to spacings of 15 and
7 Å; the 15 Å line is shifted to 17 Å in the photograph of a glycol
treated sample, while the 7 Å line is not changed. The DTA curve of
the substance shows endothermal effects at temperatures of about
100° and 570° C. Mou:11 thought that the substance contained no mont
morillonite, but a chlorite mineral with expanding lattice. X-ray data
for acid-treated material show, however, that the 15 Å line belongs
=
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tG a mineral which resists hot dilute HCl. The chlorite, which has the
7 A line and probably a very weak 14-15 A line which was not seen
in the diagram of the glycol-treated sample, is decomposed by the
acJd. The clay may be concluded to contain montmorillonite and ordi
nary chlorite.
60. �i t t e d a l. Material from this vein has also been received
from MouM. It wa.; found at a dam site for a reservoir. The locality
is situated in Høldippeldalen, a N-S-trending valley about l km
NW of Nittedal railway station. Information on the direction and
width of the vein was not given; a consideration of the landscape
(a niarked cleft) and the difficulties caused by the vein to the dam
construction suggest that the vein runs � -S, is steep and is at least
2 m wide. The vein is composite, with a central dark green zone and
white margins. Both the white and the green substance seem solid
when freshly blasted, but desintegrate to clay and sand when exposed
to \vater for about one day. :\Iicroscopic investigation shows that the
white substance from the marginal part of the vein consists mainly
of aggregates of a clay m;neral with refractive indices 1.51-1.52,
apparently montmorillonite. Beside this mineral quartz, sericite, cal
cite and p:yTite occur. Some small green spots are chlorite aggregates.
The green substance from the central part of the vein consists of
chlorite aggregates, quartz and calcite. MouM's X-ray diffraction
photograph of the pale sample shows lines corresponding to spacings
of 15, 10 and 7 A. After glycol treatment the 10 and 7 A lines remain un
changed, the 15 A Ene is shifted to 17 A, and a weak line at 8.9 A appears.
The X-ray photograph of the dark sample shows lines at 14, 10 and
7 A, the 7 A line being strongest. Glycol treatment here does not alter
the 10 and 7 A lines, but the 14 A line is split u p into a stronger 17 A
and a weaker 14 A line. X-ray photograph of acid-treated samples
show that the 7 A line disappears in the cases of both the pale and
the dark substance, while the 10 and 14-15 A lines remain. It may
be concluded that both substances contain chlorite and montmorillo
nite; the former mineral is the main constituent of the dark substance,
the latter of the pale substance. The lO A line in the photographs
of both substances is produced by muscovite, not illite, as there is also
a strong 3.2 A line. This line does not occur in MouM's photographs,
(which were made from oriented samples).
MouM's DTA curve of the pale substance shows minima at 100°
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and 600° C (caused by montmorillonite). The DTA curve of the dark
substance shows in addition a minimum at 850° C (caused by the
chlorite).
On the basis of his X-ray data. MouM thought that both the pale
and the dark substance contained siderite. I have not found this
mineral during my investigations; it may, however, be present in a
few, scattered grains.
The pale substance from the marginal parts of the vein is obviously
altered nordmarkite, although I have not found any relic rock minerals
in the small sample which was left to me. The dark substance of the
central part of the vein is probably altered diabase. Hydrothermal
solutions have followed the zone of weakness represented by the dia
base dyke, and altered both the dyke rock and the adjacent nord
markite.
61. V o k s e n k o l l e n. The informat:on about this vein was given
by EILIF DAHL. I have seen neither vein nor samples.
General considerations.

The present investigation, though incomplete, has shown that
several clay minerals occur in great purity in clay veins. It is also
clear that there are conspicuous and, as yet, unexplained variations
in the physical and chemical properties of some clay minerals. Clay
veins may therefore yield excellent material for future crystallographi

cal and chemical studies on clay minerals.
It is seen from tab. l that there is no systematic difference be
tween clay veins near the earth's surface and those at depths of
several hundred meters. This means that in general the veins cannot
have been formed by atmospheric weathering. Some shallow clay
veins may be ascribed to such atmospheric weathering (in Pre-Glacial
time), e.g. the beidellite veins described by BARTH (1929), and possibly
the allophane vein described by 0FTEDAHL (1956). But most, if not all,
of the veins studied in the present paper must have been formed by
hydrothermal processes which operate in a wide range of depth in
the earth's crust.
Most of the veins listed in tab. l follow faults. This may be conclu
ded from the fact that they contain bedrock fragments of all sizes down
to a few fl. The dislocation has been observed only in a few cases. Veins
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4-5 (Fen iron mines) are altered igneous dykes, and several other
veins are probably the same.
The mineral assemblage of the clay veins (unaltered bedrock con
stituents disregarded) is variable. But some general observations can
be made, nevertheless.
In some of the veins the elay substance is finely crushed and mode
rately-chemically-altered bedrock. To this group belong veins 11 (Mår),
21 (Vinstra), and 26 (Kuråsfossen). These veins penetrate mica-rich
bedrocks, and the muscovite of the finely crushed rock has been al
tered to hydrous mica. Some alkali has probably been leached out
of the substance during this process, otherwise the bulk chemistry of
the rock powder has not been much altered.
Another, large, group of veins represent a more thorough trans
formation of the bedrock constituents. Montmorillonite is here the
main elay mineral. Some of these veins, e.g. 31-35 (Sulitjelma),
represent crush zones in mica schist, and the montmorillonite may have
been formed from mica. Other montmorillonite veins, e.g. 8 (Kvines
hei tunnel), 9 (Ljosland), 38 (Rørvik), 52 (Skafså), 54 (Fjærekilen),
and 55 (Ulefoss), represent crush or impregnation zones in granitic
rocks. In 52, 54 and 55 feldspar grains are seen to be studded with
montmorillonite particles and, at a more advanced stage of alteration,
to be replaced by montmorillonite aggregates. In veins 8, 9 and 38
the feldspar from the sand and gravel fractions is turbid. In many of
the veins, e.g. 8(Kvineshei), 31, 33 and 34 (Sulitjelma), 40 (Tunnsjø
dalen), 54 (Fjærekilen), and 60 (Nittedal), calcite is associated with
montmorillonite. The calcite often forms large crystals. It cannot
generally be derived from the bedrock, but must have been deposited
by the hydrothermal solutions; montmorillonite from elay veins has
been found to contain absorbed Ca ions e.g. in veins 40 (Tunnsjødalen)
(ions determined by RosENQVIST), 41-43 (Fortun), 59 (Flittig,
Gjerpen), and 60 (Nittedal) (ions determined by Mou:vr). A consider
able Ca content thus seems to be a general feature of the solutions
which have formed the montmorillonite veins. These solutions must
have had a nearly neutral reaction, for only such solutions can carry
and deposit calcium carbonate. Pyrite occurs in many montmorillo
nite veins, e.g. 22 (Fortun), 23 (Vigsnes), 40 (Tunnsjødalen), and 60
(Nittedal). It forms well-developed cubes. It cannot generally be
derived from the bedrock of the veins.
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The association montmorillonite-calcite-pyrite seems to be so
constant that it may be referred to a particular mineral facies which
is characteristic of clay veins. The occurrence of pyrite is, of course,
dependent on the presence of sulphur ions in the solutions which for
med the vein. Otherwise chlorite seems to represent the ferromagnesian
component in the mineral assemblage. It occurs together with mont
morillonite in many elay veins; but it is not always possible to decide
whether it was formed along with the montmorillonite, or whether
the latter is a product of subsequent decomposition. However, in vein
60 (Nittedal) chlorite seems to have been formed together with mont
morillonite. In vein 28 (Løkken), on the other hand, montmorillonite
seems to have been formed from chlorite. This is a process which
can easily take place, as it only needs removal of Mg and Fe from
the chlorite.
Montmorillonite, in the group of veins concerned, may be partly
or wholly substituted by minerals of the hydrous mica group, mostly
illite, without any change in the other minerals of the vein. Vein 24
(Stord) carries illite together with calcite, chlorite and pyrite. As the
bedrock of this vein (greenstone) carries neither mica nor potash feid
spar in any large quantity, the K content of the illite must have come
from K ions in the solutions which have been active in the vein. In
vein 29 (Fosdalen) chlorite has been transformed into illite, a process
which must likewise have required K ions. Veins 31-35 (Sulitjelma), on
the other hand, have the mineral assemblage montmorillonite-chlorite

calcite-pyrite, although their bedrock is mica schist rich in potash.
Here the active solutions must have leached K instead of depositing it.
On the whole we arrive at an ACF diagram which covers the mine
ral assemblage of a very large group of clay veins. The A corner of
the diagram is occupied by montmorillonite or hydrous micas, de
pendent on the concentration of K ions in the active solutions. The
C corner of the diagram is occupied by calcite, the F corner by chlo
rite, pyrite, and possibly ferrous carbonates. As calcite occurs regularly
together with montmorillonitejillite, also in the presence of quartz,
no Ca-Al-Si mineral can be stable in the prevailing conditions. The
zeolites and related minerals which are occasionally found in clay
veins (e. g. in the Kongsberg mines), may be concluded to have been
formed under other conditions, probably somewhat higher tempera
tures, than has the montmorillonite or illite.
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The minerals of the clay veins of the group concerned seem to
have been formed from the Si, Al and Fe of the bedrock. Ca has been
transported into the veins and deposited there as calcite. Alkali has
in most cases been leached out of the vein substance, but in a few
cases it may have been carried into the latter and incorporated into
hydrous mica. Fe has been removed "vvhere chlorite has been trans
formed into montmorillonite or illite.
In some veins, however, more transfer of material has occurred.
In the clay veins of the Kongsberg Silver mines great quantities of
quartz have been dissolved and carried away, so that the original
quartz vein, now represented by the clay vein, has been almost com
pletely eliminated, and the thickness greatly reduced by subsidence
of the overlying rock mass (BuGGE 1917). The silver of the original
vein has been leached out and deposited in neighbouring veins. Carbon
has been deposited as graphite in the clay veins.
Other examples of clay veins which have suffered important
material transfer are veins 13-16 (Hol). In vein 13 Mn must have
been transported, in 14 Fe and Mg (chlorite), in 16 carbon.
The veins which carry dickite form a group which is quite distinct
from the group carrying montmorillonite or hydrous mica. The dickite
may have been formed from the feldspar of the crushed bedrock by
removal of silica. Even the quartzite which is the bedrock of vein
48 (Gausta) contains some feldspar which may have supplied material
for the formation of dickite, provided a larger quantity of quartz has
been dissolved and removed. The dickite veins may have been formed
by the same solutions as were the montmorillonite veins, but at a
higher temperature. This suggestion is supported by the structure
of the only vein which has been observed to contain both dickite and
montmorillonite, viz. 43 (Fortun). The dickite is here well crystallized,
while the montmorillonite occurs as fine dust. This is easily explained
as due to the dickite forming first at a higher temperature.
Vermiculite veins likewise seem to have been formet at a somewhat
higher temperature than the montmorillonite veins. This is shown
by the structure of vein 58 (Ramfoss). The oldest mineral is here bia
tite. The vermiculite occurs as pseudomorphs after biotite, while the
montmorillonite forms a rather sparse dust, and is obviously the
youngest and lowest-temperature constituent. In vein 47 (Mydøla)
vermiculite occurs together with chlorite and dickite. All these mine-
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rals are wcll crystallized, and seem to have been formed under the
same conditions. They may belong to one mineral facies, which re
prcsents a somewhat higher tempcrature than the facies of the mont
morillonite veins.
Kaolinite is generally assumed to be formed at lower temperatures
than dickite, since, like montmorillonite and illite, it can be formed
by atmospheric weathering. Nothing can at present be stated about
the relation between the kaolinitc deposit from Jøssingfjorden and
the montmorillonite veins.
The palygorskite veins described by A�TUN and BARHI (1956)
have a chemical composition similar to that of clay veins consisting
mainly of montmorillonite. The palygorskite veins may have been
formed by the same solutions as were these montmorillonite veins,
but at a somewhat higher temperature, or they may be clay veins
which have been subjected to thcrmal metamorphism. The zeolite
veins (SÆTHER 1949, STRAND 1952) are likewise related to the clay
veins, but formed at a higher temperature.
As stated above, most of the clay veins follow faults, while some
are altered igneous dykes. Common minor joints (synclases) carry no
clay substancc, presumably because they do not extend deep enough
to become channels of hydrothermal solutions. Only faults and igne
ous dykes extend down to sufficient depth. Not all faults, however,
accomodate clay veins. The Permian faults of the Oslo region are
either marked by zones of completely cemented mylonite or by quartz
breccia, which is a hydrothermal product formed at much higher
temperatures than the clay veins. The same applies to the faults in
the Precambrian areas of southern Norway, as well as the major faults
and thrust planes of the Caledonian mountain zone. All these faults
were evidently formed at times when active magmas were situated
at rather shallow depths, so that no low-temperate water had access
to fissures being formed. Only faults formed outside areas of active
magmas could give access to the low tempcrature solutions capable
of forming clay veins.
The clay veins occur irregularly-scattered in various parts of
Norway, and in various geological formations. No systematic differ
ence has been observed between veins of the Permian Oslo region, the
Caledonian mountain zone, and the Precambrian gneiss areas. This
suggests that the clay veins were formed during periods of wide-spread
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crustal movement after the cessation of most rock-forming processes
in Norway. Because of their association with the silver-bearing cal
cite veins the clay veins in the Kongsberg silver mines must be assu
med to be of Permian age, formed shortly after the consolidation of
the youngest igneous rocks of the Oslo region. The other elay veins are
Permian or younger, some of them may be of Tertiary age. The crustal
movement produced large numbers of minor faults, some of which
followed older faults and other planes of weakness. The fault planes
extended down to great depths where hydrothermal solutions were
available, even at great distances from active magmatic provinces.
The conclusion that the formation of clay veins in Norway was
pene-contemporaneous needs to be tested by future investigation of
a much greater number of such veins. In particular it is desirable to
find veins which can be followed up to boundaries between geological
formations, in order to see if they cross these boundaries.
It will also be of great value to have the investigation of clay
veins extended to wider regions, preferably to the whole world. With
this aim material of elay veins which are met with in tunnels and mines
in any part of the world, should be carefully sampled and investigated.
Such a study may reveal further facts, not only about the genesis
of clay veims, but also about crustal movements, and on conditions
in the earth's crust in general outside areas of active magmas.
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